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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 Referring to the problem statement and the analysis in previous chapters in 

Samantha Downing’s novel My Lovely Wife using intrinsic approach and extrinsic 

approach through psychology analysis, finally the writer can take the conclusions.  

 After analyzing the novel, the writer conclude that intrinsic approach can be 

used to analyze My Lovely Wife novel. The writer applies showing and telling 

method to know the characterization of some in the novel. The characters that the 

writer analyzed are Tobias as the main character, Millicent and Rory that relate to 

the story. They support each other to show their characterization. 

 Tobias as main character is responsible, liar and feel guilty. The situation, 

condition, place, time and atmosphere in Hidden Oaks is support the five function 

of the setting. The plot also supports the characterization and the setting in this 

story. The plot also creates the chronological in this story because plot used to 

describe the events that make up a story, or the main part of a story. 

 The writer finds that Personality Structure of Tobias composed of id, ego 

and superego. In id of Tobias there are some id that are fulfilled and some id that 

are not fulfilled. Based on function, id is driven by pleasure principle which is 

strives immediate gratification of all desires, needs and wants. There is some id of 

Tobias that are fulfilled because the insistence of Tobias's needs and desires. 

 In personality structure of Tobias, superego sometimes in controlling his 

personality and how he acts. Tobias is also listening his superego because he 

chooses to protect his children even though id of Tobias urges him to fulfill his 

desires and needs. Tobias decision is always influenced by his id. It is because the 

ego develops to mediate between the unrealistic id and the external real world. It is 

the decision making component of personality and the ego works by reason. But it 

doesn’t make the ego often abandon his superego’s warning. 

 The writer finds Tobias used sublimation as his self-defense mechanism 

used to protect him from anxiety arising from unacceptable thoughts or his feelings. 

Tobias uses sublimation because some of his id are not fulfilled. Through 
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sublimation, Tobias is able to transform his unwanted impulses into something that 

is less harmful and often even helpful. He does some activity to reduce his anxiety 

like he went to country club, hanging out in the clubhouse and chatting with some 

of his clients. 

 The writer finds the theme of this novel reinforce using the result of analysis 

of the intrinsic approaches and the extrinsic approach. In intrinsic approach that 

consist of method of characterization showing and telling method, plot and setting. 

Each element has elaboration to support the theme of the novel, method of 

characterization shows the characterization of Tobias through telling and showing 

method.  

 Plot describes the structure of a story and shows arrangement of events and 

actions of Tobias. And setting showed the time and place of the action of the story 

that live of Tobias and the other characters. In extrinsic through psychology of 

literature also support the theme of the novel. The writer used Personality Structure 

that consists of id, ego and superego and also Sublimation to analysis the main 

character of novel.   

 The writer hopes that this research is helping the other readers and the next 

researchers that are interesting to analyze deeper about the Personality Structure 

and Sublimation into the characterization of the character in a novel. The writer also 

hopes that this research will be useful in order to another researcher to analyze this 

theory. 

 According to this research, it is potential for the next research. This research 

can introduce about personality structure theory and sublimation theory its 

application in literary works. This novel, My Lovely Wife, is also still new by the 

time this research is conducted. It is still wide open to new possible findings that 

can be analyzed in this novel. The result of this research can become a reference in 

analyzing personality structure and sublimation in literature work as well as next 

research about novel My Lovely Wife.


